THE FIRE DEVIL

Original Episode was hand drawn back in October 30 1992 30/10/92
The re-inking was done this August 7th 2014.
our story of episode three starts again in the south waste of Thundarr Forest. Where by in an undisclosed unknown location there lies a cave beneath the rock mountains.

The new Falcon III (Faro Faros) just met his long lost Aunty Rita, who is the wife of the deceased Falcon II. The Fairy already knew that Rita was in the Forest, yet she waited till they met naturally.

The Fairy of Falcon - the rightful guardian of the power of falcon - appears in front of Faro Faros only.

YOU MEAN TO SAY YOU ARE NOT HAPPY TO SEE YOUR LONG LOST AUNTY IN THE SAME ISOLATED FOREST OF THUNDARR AS YOU? WHY IS THAT FARO FAROS? WHY WOULD YOU NOT LIKE YOUR AUNTY?

WELL, I DIDN'T SAY THAT! WHAT MADE YOU COME TO THAT CONCLUSION? BUT YOU COULD HAVE ATLEAST TOLD ME SHE WAS RESIDING HERE IN THUNDARR...

WELL... I THOUGHT...

IF YOU AND YOUR AUNT RITA MET IN A MORE NATURAL WAY THEN YOU BOTH CAN EXPRESS YOUR FEELINGS MORE!
meanwhile, over the forest of Thundarr, an alien rock mass hurls in the sky from a distant planet over a small village. The village where the "noseless soul-men" have been living for centuries. Even to the noseless soul-men this event is new and never have been witnessed before, at least not by the current generation.

the 'thing' in the sky is seen....

WIFE! DO YOU SEE THAT?!

and it scares the villagers....

YES! I DO! WHAT CAN IT BE?

NO IDEA! WE NEED TO WARN OUR ELDERS

LETS JUST HOPE IT IS NOT THE MYTH OF THE "FIRE DEVIL" - WHICH SOME ELDERS CLAIM WAS TRUE!
they rush to their village elder...

AY? YOU SAY A COMET TYPE ROCK FALLING OFF THE SKY? WITH FIRE AROUND IT?

MY LORD! CAN IT BE THE FIRE DEVIL?

LET US NOT BE AFRAID OF THE UNKNOWN OBJECT IN THE SKY. LET IT FALL OFF AND THEN WE WILL SEE.

BUT ELDERLY DADA, WHAT IF SOMEONE BAD COMES OUT THE STONE? SOMETHING PURE EVIL THAT WILL TRY TO KILL US ALL. WHERE DO WE GO AND WHERE DO WE RUN TO THEN? WILL IT NOT BE TOO LATE?

FARO! THERE IS DANGER IN THE NOSELESS VILLAGE! THE FIRE DEVIL IS COMING TO BURN THEM TO DEATH!

THE NOSELESS WHAT? THE FIRE DEVIL? WHY IS EVERYTHING NAMED BY EVIL AND DEVIL HERE?? MAN!

THE FIRE DEVIL IS THE BRINGER OF DEATH TO THE VILLAGE OF THE NOSELESS SOILMEN. HE IS AN ALIEN.

an evil alien, from an evil planet.

the elders of the village are well aware of the fire devil as he has wrecked havoc and chaos several times before, but everytime FALCON would come to the rescue!
soon Faros starts running...

WE HAVE NO TIME TO LOSE FAROS, WE MUST HURRY! THE ALIEN HAS ALMOST TOUCHED GROUND AND IS ABOUT TO...

...NO WAIT! IT HAS ALREADY TOUCHED GROUND! OH NO! WE MAY BE TOO LATE TO REACH THE VILLAGE FAROS!

the Fire Devil is an alien being from the planet of demons. this planet is infested with evil beings and bad souls. they come out of the planet every once in awhile to infest other planets where evil is not in power.

...MY WORD! THE FIRE DEVIL LOOKS MORE POWERFUL THIS TIME. HIS PALM OF HAND HAVE THE FIRE EYES!
In fact, this Fire Devil is more powerful than the last Fire Devil which was stopped on its track by Falcon II....

The Fire Devil is an alien being from the planet of demons. This planet is infested with evil beings and bad souls. They come out of the planet every once in awhile to infest other planets where evil is not in power!

The Fire Devil’s target this particular village in this particular forest of the Planet because of its inhabitants. The noseless soilmen are the most fertile righteous beings on the planet. The noseless soilmen know no evil.
meanwhile, the elders of the noseless village have already explained the phenomenon the villagers are experiencing. the phenomenon of the FIRE DEVIL. they have already shared the knowledge with the other villagers and have stated that they did not mention the Fire Devil because the villagers may live in FEAR.

look!

it's HIM!

'REUN FOR YOUR LIVES!'....... and in the middle of the forest!.....

HURRY FAROS! ALMOST THERE!

I AM RUNNING AS FAST AS POSSIBLY CAN!

LET'S JUST HOPE I CAN FIGHT THIS SO-CALLED "FIRE DEVIL" - THE EVIL MASTER WAS ONE THING. THIS IS ANOTHER!

WHAAAH!
The nooseless village is under the threat of the Fire Devil, who has just landed and made all the villagers of the nooseless village run for their very lives. The village is almost deserted in just a few minutes of the arrival of the Fire Devil.

The Fire Devil takes this...

Opportunity to "burn" it all.

...my word! The Fire Devil's 'invisible fire' at work! There he is Faro! Go get him as Falcon!
WHAT IN THE NAME OF MY DEAD UNCLE...?!

DON'T GET INTIMIDATED BY THE FIRE DEVILS LOOKS FARO, HE MAY LOOK POWERFUL.

OH YEAH! HE LOOKS "VERY" POWERFUL!

HE SAW YOU....

TRUST ME I CAN TELL THAT HE JUST DID!

Instinctively Faro points the Ring of Power, and does what Falcon's do, he starts to attack the Fire Devil creature.

falcon!
as the village burns in the invisible fire of the Fire Devil, Falcon tried his best to contain the Fire Devil and his invisible fire power, but it seems Faros is not ready to utilize the full power of the Power Ring so that he can do so!

THE VILLAGE BURNS BADLY.....

THE FIRE DEVIL IS WINNING......

…I HAVE NO WORDS FOR YOU FAROS. I ONLY HOPE YOU GIVE FULL CONCENTRATION INTO YOUR TASK!
the noseless village is the only thing that the noseless men have in this planet. If this is destroyed and burned to the ground, then the noseless men will have no hope left to survive in this planet. Which would mean this time the Fire Devil will be successful in eliminating the entire noseless race and maybe even Falcon himself!

soon all the noseless starts to see...

WHO IS THIS GUY?!

that he is not what he seems....

HE CANNOT BE THE REAL FALCON!

I AM LOOSING THIS BATTLE!!

MY INNER CONFIDENCE HAS BEEN SHATTERED! AND NOW I FEEL LIKE RUNNING OFF INTO HIDING! WHAT TO DO!
THINK FARO THINK!
YOU CAN DO THIS,
YOUR UNCLE WAS
ABLE TO DEFEAT
THIS FIRE DEVIL, SO
CAN YOU! THINK!

"THINK"? I AM THINKING
GIRL! I MEAN
FAIRY....WHAT CAN MY
RING USE TO GET RID OF
THIS MONSTER!

falcon!

Faros uses the Pocer Ring to
control the water from the well. that
water combined with the Ring's
power is what.....

LOOK AT HIM!
HE DIDN'T EVEN SEE IT
COMING! I AM SO
PROUD OF YOU
FAROS, AS IS YOUR
UNCLE'S SOUL!

...always takes care of the Fire
Devil's power and makes him
return to the evil planet he arrived
from. water is power.
THE VILLAGE BURNED BADLY.

but Fros was successful in eliminating the Fire Devil who had arrived from a distant evil planet to eliminate the Noseless men of the Noseless village. So even if the entire village has been burnt out, the Noseless men are very grateful to the all new Falcon III, Faro Faros from the Thundarr city, the nephew of Falcon II.

YES! YOU ARE JUST LIKE YOUR UNCLE.

THANK YOU FOR SAVING US!

THANKS!

THANKS!

YOU ARE A TRUE "FALCON"!

YEAH!

YOU'LL ARE ALL VERY WELCOME!

THIS WAS FOR YOU UNCLE! R.I.P.
I am very proud of you sir! Yes I am, I am super proud of you sir! You have kept the name and honor of your uncle and also the name and honor of Falcon the first! You have defeated an evil named the Fire Devil who was trying to kill innocent living beings called the Noseless People. You have shown them hope and you have become a "hero" in their eyes!

Err... thanks Dwarf!

"Thank you" sir!

Inside the cave of Falcon....

Yes, very well done Faros, the idea of mixing the power of the ring and the element of water was pure ingenuity on your part, neither me or the ring guided you there!

That very idea got rid of the Fire Devil for good! Very well done indeed Faros, but....

...Of course there will be more Fire Devils from where he came from, we just have to wait and see...

END